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Alissa    and    Tex    go    to    the

plant    shop.

They    need    to    purchase

some    seeds    for    the

garden!
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"Every    seed    will    make    a

plant!"    says    Tex.

"This    bag    has    leek    seeds

and    this    bag    has    beet

seeds!"    says    Alissa.
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Tex    digs    five    holes.

Alissa    plants    the    seeds

in    a    line.
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"Let's    put    the    beet    seeds

over    here,"    says    Tex.

Alissa    drops    three    seeds

in    every    hole.
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"We     need    to    feed    them

with    sunshine    and    water!"

says    Tex.

He    waters    them    with    the

green    can.

Splash.    Splash.    Splash.
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Alissa    and    Tex    plant    the

rest    of    the    seeds.

"Now    we    need    to    watch

them    get    big,"    says    Alissa.

"And    watch    for    weeds!"

says    Tex.
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The    plants    start    to    peek

out    from    the    dirt.

"In    five    weeks,    we    can

pick    them!"    says    Tex.

"Then,    we    can    eat    them!"

says    Alissa.
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CVC Word Activity

Decodable Words

beet
feed

green
leek

need
peek
seed
week

Target Phonics Skill

Vowel Teams 
-ee, -oa

 

Vowel Digraphs are two vowels that
when placed together generate one
sound, e.g. -ee in street. 

Vowel Trigraphs are one vowel and two
consonants that when placed together
create one sound, e.g. -igh in high.

Diphthongs are two vowels that when
placed together create a sound that
starts as one vowel sound and ends as
another sound, e.g. -oi in coin.

To practice, make
flashcards to help your
reader remember the
sounds. For example: 

bee - ee
tree - ee

street - ee
 

boat - oa
coat - oa

groan - oa

Vowel Fun

High-Frequency Words

been
laugh
new

night
through
would
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